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The need

R 20-35% patients with locally advanced head and neck cancer develop LRR
M occurs at an incidence of 17.9% at 5 years, and 23.1% at 10 years
current or second primary HNC in a previously irradiated field has a poor prognosis

rgical salvage good results for resectable relapses However only a small proportio
tients have resectable disease and adverse pathologic features like ECE or +ve margins
ten seen High risk of postop disease recurrence.

r unresectable disease, systemic therapy alone, the historical standard of care, results in
% 1-year OS and virtually no long-term survivors

r patients with recurrent or second primary HNC within a previously irradiated area, the
otentially curative option is a second course of radiation, with or without chemotherapy,
rmed re-irradiation (RRT).

Benefits of Re-RT??
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130 Patients
Post salvage surgery

randomized to CTRT (60Gy/11weeks + 5FU/HU) Vs. observation

Eligibility: recurrence or a second primary tumour in a previously irradiated area, no maj
equelae from the first RT and salvage surgery with macroscopic complete resection

nterval – 0.5- 30.5 years ( Median -3.5 years)

Grade 3-4 acute toxicity in RT arm 28% patients
Grade 3-4 late toxicity in RT and observation arms

39% and 10% respectively (p=0.06)

Significant diff in DFS with HR of 1.68 (p=o.o1), No difference in OS

lusion: Full-dose RE-RT combined with CT after salvage Sx significantly improved DFS without significant impact on

Benefits of Re-RT??
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Gustave Roussy Institute 1998

CTRT

Unresectable head and neck carcinoma
Median cumulative dose 120Gy
Median time interval- 33 months
3 Protocols
1. 65 Gy in 2-Gy fractions
2. 5-FU/hydroxyurea and 60Gy/30#/ 6 weeks
3. 5-FU/cisplatin/mitomycin with hyper fractionation @ 1.5Gy twice a day- 60Gy tota
dose
Complete response rates -37%, 41%, and 25%, respectively
Overall survival at 2 years was 21%
Median survival of 11 months

RTOG 99-11 (2007)

Phase II Study- 99 patients

RT 1.5 Gy/fx BID x5 days every 2 weeks

Cisplatin (15 mg/m2) and paclitaxel (20 mg/m2)

Outcome: median OS 12 months

2-year OS 26%

Grade 4-5 in 28%, treatment-related death 8%

Conclusion: Despite high incidence of Grade 5 toxicity,
results better than chemo alone

Chemotherapy alone
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Kao et al Cancer 2003

Randomised phase III trial comparing palliative intent CTRT vs. Chemotherapy alone in
unresectable disease
accrued only 57 out of planned 160 patients

only 43% of patients completed protocol directed CRRT.

More late toxicity was observed in the CRRT arm with 11 out of 23 patients developing
RTOG grade 3+ toxicity

With limited statistical power, no difference was detected in 1-year OS, the primary end
point, between groups (23 and 22%; p = 0.6).

Benefits of Re-RT

ummary
Resectable recurrences salvage surgery followed by post op Re
RT offers chance of long term survival in good proportion of
patients

unresectable recurrences Re-RT with chemotherapy and pall
chemotherapy are the options available, Phase II studies have
shown incremental improvements in clinical outcomes with Re-RT
when compared with historical controls treated with pall CT

Whom to offer??

aluation and re-irradiation for HNSCC be performed at a tertiary care
nter with a head and neck oncology team that is equipped with the
ources and experience to manage the complexities and toxicities of
reatment

Whom to offer??
Selection Criteria
Patient Factors

Ideal Candidate for Re-RT??

Treatment Factors

PS

ife expectancy

Comorbidities

Current speech & swallowing

unction
evere sequelae
(ORN, severe cervical fibrosis
and severe dysphagia)
Tolerance to previous
reatment

Disease Factors

• Previous volume treated

• Tumor size
• Smaller volumes (<30cc)- b
• Chen et al <27 cm3- 2yr LC
80%
• Volumes >60 cm3- very
carefully considered

• Dose received (50Gy or <)

• SPT vs. recurrence (SPT>>Rec)

• OARs- which & what dose

• Location-Benefit more for laryn

• Surgically resectable
• Time interval (1yr or >)
• Chemo or not

• Technique used

and nasopharynx LC & OS 60%
93% (Wang et al)

Reasons for poor outcomes with large
volume

uboptimal dose distribution in advanced and extensive disease compromised by the

rotection of critical, adjacent structures

oor blood supply and hypoxia associated with bulky tumors

issue fibrosis can lead to decreased radiation and/or chemotherapy sensitivity

High incidence of necrosis and/or massive hemorrhage

Whom to offer??

EIRRADIATION FOR HEAD-AND-NECK CANCER
OXICITY

DELICATE BALANCE BETWEEN EFFECTIVENESS AND

A. M. CHEN et al.IJROBP 2011

• Prognostic factors– Stage (especially T stage)
– Tumor bulk at Reirradiation
– Reirradiation dose
– Organ dysfunction- feeding tube
dependency
– Comorbidity burden- renal
disease

• Normogram for prediction of death
within 24 months
–
–
–
–
–

Comorbidity
Organ dysfunction (OD)
Isolated neck recurrence
Tumor bulk before reirradiation
Time interval since last radiation

-5.5 months in patients with both Comorbidity & OD vs 44-60 months in pts without the

How to deliver??

Re-RT Techniques

Conventional RT with small fields Used traditionally
greater acute & late side effects
Unable to achieve tumoricidal dose- compromised local control
Total dose - important prognostic factor

Can be achieved with more conformal techniques
n recent years the utilization of IMRT and/or SBRT has improved healthy tissue toleranc

Lee et al. reported how IMRT has offered new possibilities for applying re-irradiation mo
safely with greater local control, compared to historical controls.
They reported a 2-year survival of 52% vs. 20% in patients who underwent IMRT and
patients who did not

How to deliver??
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How to deliver??

Volume Delineation

Clinical target volume (CTV) is confined to the GTV plus a margin or to the
high-risk area (surgical bed plus 1–2 cm) in the postoperative setting

Popovtzer et al. reported the appropriateness of limited field irradiation (G
+ margin) avoiding prophylactic treatment of the neck

In this series, despite limiting the re-irradiation volume to the gross diseas
only 4% of the patients had a recurrence outside of the irradiated area.

Minimizing the amount of tissue re-irradiated
side effects

diminishes the probability

How to deliver??
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How to deliver??

Dose and fractionation

Re-treatment doses are frequently decided on purely empirical bases

Several studies have suggested that disease control is superior when doses of
approximately 50–60Gy or higher are used

Salama et al. reported that the radiation dose administered was an independent
prognostic factor for overall survival, progression-free survival and local control

Patients receiving >58Gy had a 3-year overall survival rate of 30%, compared to a 3-yea
overall survival rate of 6% in patients receiving <58Gy

Hyperfractionation does not seem to benefit over conventional # for OS and shows
comparable toxicities.

Accounting for normal tissue repair

OAR Treatment time interval- depends upon doses to OARs and type of tissue damage
epair
ypes of OARS-

–
–
–
–

Neurological- spinal cord, brainstem, temporal lobe, optic apparatus
Bones
Soft tissue
Mucosa

arly radiation damage recovery (skin or oral mucosa)- 12 to 90 days (Dorr W et al, IJROB
003)
ate radiation damage tissue recovery- almost 5- 6 months
Min 6 months gap between re-RT, Gap >1 year- lower toxicities
However, no consensus about cumulative maximum tolerance doses and minimum tim
of recovery

Skin and mucosa

De Crevoisier et al. 1998

Median cumulative dose of 130 Gy

1 and 8% incidences of mucosal necrosis and osteoradionecrosis

iologically effective dose (BED) of the first radiation course affects risk of late injury
ignificantly

MP- Mesenchymal tissues recover from radiation injury less than rapidly reacting tissues
ke the epidermis and mucosa

Recovery- spinal cord

g et al – Rhesus Monkey
Recovery -76%, 85% and 101% of initial dose after 1, 2 and 3 years respectively
Under conservative assumptions, an estimated overall recovery of 26Gy (61%) was calculated
Time interval of 1, 2 and 3 years between the treatment courses, cumulative doses of 150, 156
and 167% of the first-line setting’s tolerance dose appear possible

umans- for initial dose of 45Gy @ 2Gy/#, additional 23–24Gy in 2Gy/# (50% of the tolerance dos
n be delivered 1 or 2 years later (Schiff et al. 1995; Grosu et al.2002)

eder at al 2006Riskstime interval
cumulative dose
highest BED of all treatment series in a particular individual
Risk of RM small after < or =135.5Gy when the interval is not shorter than 6 months and the d
of each course is < or =98Gy

Organ

Dose- Volume (QUANTEC)

Time Interval

Re-RT Evidence

Brain Necrosis

-SRS V12 <5-10ccm
->60Gy 1-5% risk at 5 years
(not in Re-RT)

3-55 months

-Lee 2007- 3% grade 4
toxicity (62Gy+59.4Gy ) @
38 months median
-Dose < 100Gy- no risk
found @ 3-55mo interval
(Mayer et al 2008)

Brainstem Necrosis

1-10cc upto 59Gy
Entire brainstem- 54Gy

-

None

Optic apparatus- Radiation
nduced Optic Neuropathy

Threshold Dmax <55
-55- 60Gy- 3-7%
> 60Gy- 7-20%

7.5 year Interval

-Lee 2007- 0.9% Blindness
to CD- 58-148Gy @ 5380months
-Flickinger et al 1989
1/10 pt RION with 40+46G

Bones- Osteoradionecrosis

60Gy without extraction

Soft tissue

Can tolerate as high as 90%
of original dose

Salama et al- 11% ORN wit
CD 131Gy
De Crevoisier et al- 8% (CD
130Gy)

Accounting for normal tissue repair
tolerance

Re-Irradiation

COMPLICATIONS & TOXICITIES
Morbid affecting QOL

Life threatening
• Carotid blow out- infrequent—lower in
conventional or hyperfractionated
schedules c/w accelerated (Mc Donald
et al)
• Brain/ brainstem necrosis
• Sepsis
• Pulmonary embolism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Myelitis- L’Hermitte’s syndrome
ORN
Severe Xerostomia
Disfigurement
Blindness
NGT feeding
Soft tissue necrosis
Fistula formation

J. K. SALAMA et al IJROBP 2006-Full dose
CTRT for recurrent head and neck cancer
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Among 1554 patients receiving salvage H&N reirradiation, there were 41 reported CBs, fo
ate of 2.6% 76% were fatal.

here was no statistically significant difference in the rate of CB between patients treated
with or without concurrent chemotherapy, or between patients treated with or without
alvage surgery before reirradiation.

clusion:
arotid blowout is an infrequent but serious complication of salvage reirradiation for H&
ancer.
he rate of CB was lower among patients treated with conventional or hyperfractionated
chedules compared with regimens of accelerated hyperfractionation

2 patients were treated with curative intent re-RT with PBRT between 2011 and 2014
Median PBRT dose was 60.6Gy (RBE). 39% had salvage surgery prior to re-RT

he cumulative incidence of loco regional failure at 12-months was 25.1%.
ctuarial 12-month FFDM and OS were 84.0% and 65.2%, respectively.

cute grade ≥3 toxicities included mucositis (9.9%), dysphagia (9.1%),esophagitis (9.1%) & dermatitis (3.3%
Grade 3 or > late skin and dysphagia toxicity were noted in 6 (8.7%) and 4 (7.1%) of patients.
patients had grade 5 toxicity secondary to treatment-related bleeding

clusions: Proton beam re-irradiation of the head and neck can provide effective tumour control with

ptable acute and late toxicity profiles likely secondary to the decreased dose to the surrounding normal,
t previously irradiated tissue

Conclusions
Patient selection is the cornerstone to successful outcome
Ascertain details of previous RT
Optimal treatment of localized recc: Combined modality whenever feasible

Issues with ReRT:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Longer time intervals: Superior outcomes
Target volumes: No Elective volumes, use of functional imaging
OAR doses: To be respected, as low as achievable
Fractionation: Conventional or altered
Technique: Conformal
Dose: 50 – 60Gy

Attention to supportive care & QOL issues
Diligent documentation & reporting

